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Welcome to the brochure for the Association of Guilds of Weavers, Spinners and Dyers Summer School
2019.

Summer School 2019 will follow the long tradition of the Association Summer Schools, with courses
running for the week. Evening activities will include a silent auction, raffle, the Trade Fair, fashion show,
the tutors’ exhibition, and a Certificate of Achievement (CoA) exhibition. Also planned are evening
talks/demonstrations from outside speakers plus a programme of talks for Saturday Open Day, all of
which are included in your fee. Wednesday afternoons: As with previous Summer Schools, there will be
no formal teaching, so full information on what local attractions, events, organised outings, will be sent,
together with the weeks full programme when we send you your course allocation.
The week will conclude with a Gala Dinner.

Cia Bosanquet and Angela Colbridge, Joint Convenors



AGWSD Bursaries for Summer School 2019
‘A Textile Heritage’

Askham Bryan College, York
The Association strives to be inclusive not exclusive and appreciates there are situations when
sometimes a guild member might need some help with costs, in order to participate in Summer School.
For many years there has been an Association Bursary Fund available, which all Guild secretaries will
have details of. In return for receiving the bursary, we ask you to give something back, either with an
article about your experiences in the Journal and or maybe a talk/workshop for your own guild, to pass
on to them the knowledge you have gained.

Bursaries will be awarded for the 2019 Summer School following these criteria:

1. Up to 75% of the cost of the course fees will be considered
2. The bursaries are awarded at the discretion of the GPC
3. Although it may seem invasive asking for personal information regarding the need for a bursary, it
is essential to ensure these limited funds go to members who would be unable to attend without this
help. All information given will be treated in the strictest confidence.
4. Applications will be considered from any Guild member where that guild is a member of the
Association.
5. All recipients of a bursary will be asked to “give something back” in return for that Bursary. This
may be an article on their experience for the Journal, a talk to their guild about their experience or
what they have learnt, or perhaps a short workshop for their guild to pass on their new skills. This list
is not exhaustive.

The final date for receipt of bursary applications is 31st October 2018

If an applicant wishes they may enclose a letter of support from their Guild expressing why they
should get a bursary.

Bursary Application forms are hosted on the Association Website, the WIP and can be obtained from
your Guild Secretary or the Association Secretary  by emailing secretary@wsd.org.uk. This process
will remain confidential.

Once we have received your form, a code will be issued to the applicant for them to include on their
summer school application. This will enable the applicant to pay a reduced deposit until the decisions
are made.
You should receive a decision on your application by 1st December 2018 which is before the closing
date for Summer school applications which is 31�� December 2018.

Allocation of Courses begins January 2019
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Course overview
Everyone can design and produce something they are proud of; it’s
a matter of discovering methods that suit the individual - or trying
alternatives to cure ‘weavers block’. So, for a change, why not
think about weaving as the production of a canvas with other
design ideas superimposed?

Course content
Tuition will be provided at each stage. We will first practise some
design methods. These may be applied to many crafts, but here
we will concentrate on sampling ways of interpreting designs
using some hand-manipulated weave techniques. Matching
technique to both design and end product is important! We will
consider the suitability of techniques such as twill inlay, loop pile
(felpa), clasped weft, Moorman and doubleweave pickup to
implement designs created.

Our focus will be on learning techniques, sharing ideas and
materials, experimentation, making discoveries and expanding
knowledge.

Student experience required
No prior knowledge of design in the general sense is required. Familiarity with plain weave and twill is
essential, as is the ability to supply and dress a loom in advance, and possibly again during the course. I
emphasise that this therefore is not a course suitable for someone completely new to weaving.

Tutor profile
Norah is not from a traditional design or textile background, but her working life and hobbies took
various twists and turns where ‘design’ in the wider sense has formed an integral part. She now
concentrates mainly on weave, sometimes combining it with other craft skills she has previously
enjoyed. She has conducted workshops, and exhibited nationally, locally and in a solo exhibition.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
Simple drawing and other equipment will be needed to trial design ideas.

A table loom, 4 or 8-shaft (plus weaving accessories). Each student will be contacted in advance to
discuss specific requirements, and advance preparation for both designing and weaving.

Favourite yarns may be kept separate, but students should be prepared to bring material from stash
for shared use (yarns, ends of cones, thrums, threads, recyclable material etc.)
A full list of requirements will be provided before the course.

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
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Course overview
These traditional weave patterns have been brought bang up to date
in recent years and are now very in vogue. This is a perfect
opportunity to either begin or continue your journey with weaving.
There will be an opportunity to experiment with classic herringbone
tweed patterns and design your own unique tartan. You will gain a
better understanding of colour and design throughout the process.

Course content
Day 1: the course will begin with the looms already set up for weaving herringbone tweed. Initially you will
be weaving the basic pattern, then learn to manipulate the pattern with different lifting sequences. It will be
possible to weave a piece of fabric suitable for making a cushion or bag, for example.

Throughout this process the tutor will be able assess your ability to ensure you understand how to
use the 4 shaft table loom.

Day 2: while continuing to weave herringbone the tutor will take time out to discuss tartan weaving
with the group. Students will start designing their own tartan and taking turns to prepare a warp.

Day 3: Looms will be set up to weave your own tartan design. You will cover all the technical aspects of
dressing a loom. Whether a beginner or experienced weaver, this process is thoroughly covered step
by step, with years of experience from the tutor guiding you through the process.

Day 4/5: Commence weaving tartan, allowing time at the end to discuss all the finishing processes
for both tweed and tartan.

Student experience required
This course is suitable for absolute beginners and for the more experienced weaver wanting to
develop their skills further.

Tutor profile

Jan moved to Cumbria in the mid 80’s after completing her BA Hons in Textiles. She has over 30
years’ experience in the textile field, working in Higher Education running a Constructed Textile
Resource at University of Cumbria, formerly Cumbria Institute of the Arts, until 2010, when she
decided to concentrate full-time, making and exhibiting her own work.

Jan designs and makes contemporary woven textiles for fashion, interiors and accessories. She
experiments with different weave structures to see how they distort when manipulated and
felted. She is a member of the Wool Clip, a co-operative of local craftspeople based at Caldbeck in
North Cumbria and organisers of Woolfest in Cockermouth.

As well as selling her work in many galleries around the UK, Jan runs specialist weave courses for a
wide range of abilities.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
Students can choose to bring their own suitable 4 shaft table loom, warped up and ready to weave.
The tutor will provide you with setting up instructions prior to the Summer School.

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
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Course overview
Using handspun yarn in special weaving projects
creates unique, beautiful, textiles to treasure. To
achieve this, the necessary spinning techniques
and design skills must be mastered.

Course content
This course will take a project-based approach.
In advance of Summer School, each student
will be asked what they would like to create, and during the week will be guided towards achieving
this goal, with instruction in necessary spinning skills, design development and practical weaving skills.

Tuition will begin with how to spin a worsted or semi-worsted yarn of specified, consistent,
diameter and twist. This will be suitable for both warp and weft. Students will sample and practise
with different fibres, including longwools, silk, alpaca, Tencel and fibre blends.

As the week progresses, other uses of handspun yarn in weaving projects will be discussed as part of
design development: fancy yarns as accents, singles yarns in textured 'collapse' fabrics, handspun in
combination with commercial yarns. The course will cover the practicalities of weaving with
handspun: calculating sett for different weave structures, quantities of warp and weft required, using
fancy yarns as supplementary warps, and effective sampling whilst minimising loom waste.

Student experience required
Students should be able to spin to a basic standard; this course is not suitable for complete
beginners. It is suitable for those who just wish to improve their worsted/semi-worsted spinning
techniques as well as those who wish to progress to weaving with their handspun. Students who
also bring their own loom should be capable of dressing it and weaving to a basic standard.

Tutor profile
With Certificates of Achievement at Distinction grade in both Spinning and Weaving, Christina is ideally
qualified to tutor this interesting dual discipline course. In her second term of office as Chair of the
Journal, actively promoting textile education within the Association, Christina, who also holds a CoA in
Natural Dyeing (Credit) to complement her weaving and spinning skills, undertakes tutoring,
commission work and sells handcrafted textiles worldwide. She was a selector for the 2018
National Exhibition.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
All students will need a spinning wheel and a variety of prepared fibres (a full list, with options, will
be provided after course allocations).

Students are also encouraged to bring a small table loom (rigid heddle, knitter's loom or 4 shaft),
although this is not obligatory, for sampling their spun fibres and developing design ideas later in the
week.

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide

The tutor will not be supplying fibres, although may have very limited quantities available
for experiment.

Additional costs
Any fibres supplied by the tutor will be charged at cost.

Tutor web/blog
N/A
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Alison Daykin
Course overview
A rigid heddle loom produces plain weave or tabby which is
the most basic weave structure. However, plain weave can
be anything but plain! Over the week, students will be
exploring a range of techniques, including finger
manipulation, pick-up, supplementary warps and wefts and
inlay, which will raise your plain weave to new heights.

Course content
Throughout the week we will be covering:

∙   What is balanced plain weave/tabby?
∙   Meet and separate/clasped wefts and cramming and spacing in the weft.
∙   ‘Finger Manipulation’:

o Inlay
o Brooks Bouquet and variations.
o Danish Medallion and Spanish Lace with variations

∙   Use of pick‐up sticks:
o Leno and variations
o Half Dukagång and Dukagång
o Monksbelt and Supplementary weft floats
o Lace weaves

∙   Theo Moorman technique. Using heddle bars and heddles or second rigid heddle.
∙   Finishing samples, notation and mounting.

Student experience required
This course is suitable for students of all abilities, but they MUST be able to warp their looms
independently.

Tutor profile
Alison has been weaving since the age of eight and has an 'O' and 'A' Level in the subject. In 2004 she
gained a distinction in her HNC in Handwoven Textile Design. Since then she has been selected to
exhibit widely across the UK and Europe and has been tutoring for Guilds in the UK and the
Netherlands and has a private class that has been running for 30 years! This will be her third Summer
School as a tutor.

Equipment – student to bring
● A rigid heddle loom warped with 8/2 cotton or 2/11.3 wool yarn or similar as per the instructions

that will be sent closer to the date
● 15dpi rigid heddle (used with above pre-warped loom)●
● 7.5dpi rigid heddle for use with the Theo Moorman technique●
● Warping posts
● Threading hook and fish hook to fit a 15 dent reed●
● Several shuttles (at least 2!)
● 2 x pick-up sticks/rulers●
● 2 x 1cm dowel rods for use instead of second rigid heddle or pick-up sticks
● Notebook and pen
● Labels●
● File with clear pockets for woven swatches (optional)
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Materials – student to bring
● 8/2 cotton yarn for the warp and weft and 2/11.3 wool yarn for warp and weft or similar●
● Additional 8/2 cotton yarn or 2/11.3 wool yarn for weft to complement or tone with warp
● Small amounts of leftover yarn in colours of your choice, to complement the warp and weft
● Small amounts of leftover textured yarns in the same colours or complementary colours as the

warp and weft yarns●
● Black or white yarn for heddles for the heddle bars

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
The tutor will provide warping instructions in advance so that looms are ready warped for the first part of
the course.
A full set of notes of all techniques used.

Additional costs
No additional costs are anticipated.

Tutor web/blog
www.willingtonweaver.blogspot.co.uk
www.spinningandweaving.weebly.com
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Course overview
Boundweave on a rosepath threading is a weft-
faced technique that can create a diverse array of
patterns and motifs, from geometric designs to folk
art figures, in a dense rug-type structure that
appears more complex than it actually is.

Course content
After considering a few basic techniques of weft-
faced weaving, you will soon become familiar
with a simple formula that will enable you to
recreate a range of given patterns before moving
on later in the week to adapting the techniques
to create your own individual and unique designs.
Whilst the principles are straightforward, there is
also plenty of scope to challenge the more experienced or adventurous weavers amongst you;
individual guidance will be matched to your own requirements. By the end of the week, you will have
woven a sampler in a range of designs, and have plenty of ideas of your own for future development.
In addition, you will have learned some handy weft-faced weaving troubleshooting and finishing
techniques. To supplement the course content, there will be clear notes and a bibliography of further
reading material.

Student experience required
This workshop is suitable for weavers of all levels of ability other than complete beginner but, if you are
a fairly recent beginner, you will not be out of your depth and will be most welcome. However, you
should be able to follow a warping plan and threading plan independently, so that you arrive with your
loom warped up and ready to weave. Do bear in mind that weft-faced weaving can grow slowly, so this
is a contemplative technique that you will absorb as you weave at your own pace.

Tutor profile
Jane Flanagan has been weaving for over 25 years and completed the Bradford HNC in Handwoven
Textile Design in 2006. She is a mentor for the Association Certificate of Achievement in Weaving and
regularly teaches weaving in her well-equipped garden workshop in Bolton. She has taught several
weaving workshops at guilds, schools and other groups and has been running residential weaving
courses twice a year for several years at Waddow Hall near Clitheroe.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
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Sue Hiley Harris

Course overview
An opportunity to explore the remarkable materials and
structure of Australian Aboriginal string bags and to learn
to spin a yarn and to make various types of knotted and
looped string bags.

Course content
The course will include looping (simple, twisted and figure of
eight), knotting (fixed and suspended knots) and
methods of starting and finishing looped and knotted string bags in one or more colours. It will also
cover spinning by the traditional Australian Aboriginal method. Sue’s collection of string bags and
related books will be a resource for study and inspiration. Students can expect to learn the
techniques and to make several finished fabulously wild or traditional looking string bags from easily
available materials.

Student experience required
No experience needed.

Tutor profile
Sue Hiley Harris was born and brought up in Australia where she studied fine art. She worked as a
museum artist at the Queensland Museum and became interested in Indigenous Australian baskets and
string bags. In the mid-1970s Sue moved to Britain where she studied hand-loom weaving and later
science. She has been weaving ever since and today weaves three-dimensional sculptures. She has
exhibited both internationally and in the United Kingdom and has lectured and held workshops in
Britain, Ireland, Australia and the USA. For many years Sue’s mother sent her Australian Aboriginal
string bags. Sue used these in her daily life and for storage bags in her studio. Sue has studied her own
collection of string bags and researched others in museum collections.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
● Warping pegs●
● G-clamps or f-clamps
● Yarns (e.g. hemp, cotton, linen)●
● Natural raffia
● Netting needles
● Mesh sticks
● Blunt needles or bodkins
● Notebook and pencil●
● Scissors

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students prior to Summer School.

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
● Netting needles and mesh sticks
● Some warping pegs and clamps will be available.
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Course overview
This course at Summer School offers you the
opportunity to completely submerge yourself in
the wonderful world of spindle spinning.

Students will be starting the week with drop spindling
- making a start, spinning singles and plying.

The second half of the week will follow the same
format but this time using a supported spindle.

Course content
Throughout the week students will be covering various techniques - woollen long draw and worsted,
Navajo and Andean plying, ply-on-the-fly, using distaffs and spindle Kates, winding skeins and
finishing your yarn.
The week will end with trying out your new skills using Dealgans, Akhas, charkhas, tahklis and quills.

The aim is to have a Spindle Clinic session where the class can look at what makes a good spindle,
what to look for when buying a spindle etc.

Successful spindle spinning often depends on finding a spindle that suits the spinner so, with that in
mind, the tutor’s extensive collection of spindles will be available to use. These are not for sale but, if
a student finds one that suits her/his style of spinning, (s)he can weigh and measure it in order to
know what to look for when shopping for the perfect spindle.

Student experience required
This course is aimed at people with no prior experience in spindle spinning but to get the most from
the week some experience in spinning would be beneficial.

Tutor profile
Christine has over thirty years’ experience in spinning. Ten years ago she developed an interest in
spindle spinning - both drop and supported. Throughout the years she has developed a
comprehensive collection of spindles and has gained knowledge and experience in using them.
Spindle makers both in the UK and in the US have called upon her to test their designs and give
constructive feedback.

Christine regularly teaches spinning and fibre related weekend courses at Plas Tan y Bwlch, Maentwrog.
This is the Snowdonia National Park Environmental Studies Centre. She has also provided workshops for
guilds and groups across North Wales and in NW England. In September this year she will be co-hosting a 5
day spinning/Saori Weaving retreat at Trigonos in the heart of the Nantle Valley, N Wales.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
Students are welcome to bring any of their own spindles that they want to work with.
Spinning kit - hand carders, niddy-noddy, etc.

Notebook and/or camera – Christine is happy for students to film any of the demonstrated
techniques for their own personal use.

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
Christine will be bringing teaching spindles for students to use throughout the week. These will be
available to buy at the end of Summer School.

Additional costs
There will be a £15 charge for fibres.

Tutor web/blog
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Course overview
Ann will teach a wide range of stranded colourwork
techniques, progressing through the week from beginner
to advanced methods. As they learn the necessary skills
involved, students will produce a stranded colourwork
sampler cushion, featuring a variety of colourwork styles,
including Fair Isle and Bohus knitting.

Course content
During the week students will cover:

∙   What yarn characteristics are desirable for
stranded colourwork and why.

∙   What ‘yarn dominance’ is, why it happens, how
to exploit it, and how to manage it.

∙   How to plan the colour scheme for a
stranded colourwork project.

∙   The history and characteristics of various regional
styles of stranded colourwork, plus how to knit them.

∙   How to plan, knit and finish a steek.
∙   How to plan and undertake float trap placement (aka ‘weaving in’).
∙   Lots of other useful techniques, including ‘Norwegian purl’, cabling without a needle,

increasing and decreasing methods, integral I-cord, and one-row buttonholes.

Student experience required
The course is suitable for advanced beginners to very experienced knitters. If you can comfortably
knit a basic hat with crown shaping, you have all the competencies required.

Tutor profile
Ann is a British handknit designer and author, having published 8 knitting books since 2010. Her
book Stranded Knits, published for Rowan Yarns, is widely considered to be an excellent
introduction to stranded colourwork knitting.

Ann has previously taught at major UK knitting events, including Unwind Brighton, The Glasgow
School of Yarn, Yarningham, and Fibre East. She is a qualified teacher, with a background in high
school and university teaching (Leeds).

Materials/equipment student to bring
● 3.25mm needles for circular knitting, and for flat knitting with medium length rows
● Small scissors
● 3mm crochet hook
● A ring that fits your ring finger. Any ring will do, either with or without jewel setting. You

will use this to form a temporary yarn thimble. The ring will not be harmed by this.
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Course overview
This course is intended for relatively new spinners,
those who have become reasonably comfortable
with spinning wool. These spinners often seem to
be apprehensive about moving on and trying out
the many other fibres that are available to them –
they are afraid of ‘spoiling’ them.

This course will focus on learning to spin a range
of different fibres, including silk, cotton,
cashmere, viscose and many more depending on
how time goes.

We will also discuss the nature of the fibre, preparation, treatment after spinning,
dyeing, characteristics of the yarn, blending and combining yarns.

This will not only give the student the opportunity to try fibres new to them in a supportive
environment, but also explores different drafting methods, types of yarn, how to finish the yarns
spun, and more. Discussions may even range over dyeing methods and what to do with the yarns
when spun, as time allows.

Course content
Each day will look at a fibre, or group of fibres in some depth:
Hair:

● Mohair (fleece and tops, kid and adult)
● Llama●
● Alpaca (huacaya and if available, suri; fleece, tops)

Silk:
● Caps/hankies●
● Top/brick

Examples will be available of all types of silk including eri and muga, but for reasons of cost it may
not be possible to provide all these for the class to spin.
‘Artificial’ fibres:

Chosen from a selection of soy, tencel and the viscoses such as rose and bamboo (although
real bamboo fibre may also be available).
Bast fibres:

● Ramie, hopefully including raw fibre as well as top●
● Flax, tow and line
● Jute, hemp etc.

Cotton; down fibres:
● Cotton, lint and sliver, hopefully naturally coloured as well.
● Down fibres: camel, cashmere, yak, qiviut, etc. What is offered will depend on cost.

Student experience required
To have spun both fleece and tops into a usable yarn.

Tutor profile
Carol has been teaching spinning and other fibre crafts for over twenty years, and has worked with all
ages and abilities. For many years she was the regular leader of the Spinning Class at Alston Hall in
Lancashire.
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Carol has taught workshops at Guilds throughout the country, often with her husband Pete. She has
taught three workshops for the Online Guild.

With Pete, Carol has taught at four previous Summer Schools. They also teach from their studio at
Northlight Art Studios in Hebden Bridge.

Carol has given many talks on spinning and natural dyeing to Guilds, various other groups, and at museums
and other similar locations. She has had articles published in the Journal, Yarnmaker, Spin Off and Ply
magazine.

Materials/equipment student to bring
● Spinning wheel, kate and spare bobbins●
● Small niddy noddy
● Hand carders●
● Simple hand combs if available
● An apron or lap cover
● Scissors, notebook and pencil●
● Ball winder or nostepinne

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
● All fibres
● Hand-out
● Folder with pre-punched cards for students to store their samples

Additional costs
£40

Tutor web/blog
spindlers2.com



●  Basic items such as gloves, apron, notebook, inspiration materials (postcards, photographs etc.)
●  Students will need to bring lots of fibre, yarns and fabrics to dye.
●  Further details will be sent to students prior to Summer School.●
●  If anyone has a knitting machine, they could bring it along to use.
●  Or if they have a PAT Tested microwave that they use only for dyeing they could bring that too.
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Course overview
The course will give you the opportunity to work
with dyes for both protein and plant-based
materials. There will be an introduction to colour
theory and then the fun will begin. The course is
designed to allow beginners and those with some
dyeing experience to expand their range of dyeing
techniques. It will include methods for dyeing fibre,
yarns and fabric.

The aim is to make sure that everyone will have a set of techniques that they can use at home, as
well as lots of delicious dyed fibre, yarn and fabric.

Course content
The course will start with an introduction to the different types of fibres and which dyes work on
them. You will learn how to identify different types of fibre. There will be a session on colour theory
and using nature to inspire colour schemes.

Two days will be spent dyeing vegetable-based fibres. This will include using a range of techniques to
dye silk fibre, cotton or linen threads and fabric.

Two days will be spent dyeing protein-based fibres. This will include rainbow dyeing, space dyeing,
making and dyeing sock blanks.
Weavers taking part could try Ikat dyeing or space dyeing of warps.

The final session will give everyone a chance to complete a dyeing project using the techniques
already used. For example they might want to do some dyeing to complete a project or repurpose a
yarn or even garment.

Student experience required
This course would be suitable for beginners wanting to learn how to dye different fibres, and also
for others who would like to expand their range of techniques.

Tutor profile
Fiona has always been interested in colour and pattern. She learnt to spin at a night class and
developed an interest in dyeing. At first she dyed hand spun yarns with natural dyes, including indigo.
A love of colour has led to experiments using chemical dyes to produce many different dye effects.

Fiona has run many workshops for Guilds on different dyeing techniques. She was a tutor at the
Summer School held near Edinburgh in 2011, when she did a full week workshop on indigo dyeing
and shibori techniques.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
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Course overview
Working with colour and texture, explore the potential of
merino wool (combined with silk and other natural fibres)
to create anything from fine delicate scarves to strong,
sturdy bags…all designed from scratch, beautifully
fashioned and finished to perfection.

Course content
The course begins with the creation of silk and merino pre-
felts for surface decoration: an opportunity to think about colour and texture, practise blending wool
and paint with fibres. The first project is a nuno-felt scarf; nuno being the Japanese word used for the
combination of wool with an open-weave fabric. As an introduction to 3-dimensional feltmaking, the
second project is a pod brooch, created over a resist. The last part of the week focuses on the creation
of a made-to-measure bag, incorporating handle(s), flap, pocket(s) and surface design. The focus
throughout is to create quality felt by working with fine layers, thinking about dynamic design and
finishing techniques.

If time allows, students will have the opportunity to work with brooch backs, beads, buttons, and
threads to complete brooches and add design features to bags.

Student experience required
The week is structured so that those with little to no experience of feltmaking will start with the basics
and progress to a good level of knowledge in a relatively short space of time. The more experienced will
be encouraged to work on existing skills and experiment with more challenging techniques.

Tutor profile
Heather has been a fulltime feltmaker since 2009, working from her studio at St Margaret’s House,
Edinburgh. She discovers ideas for textures, shapes and colour combinations all around, in the natural
environment but also in architecture and art. She exhibits in galleries in Scotland and the north of
England where her signature scarves in nuno felt are particularly popular. Her workshops and talks are
wide-ranging and successful, in her Edinburgh studio, and by invitation, in the UK and abroad. She
helps organise and is a tutor on the Latvia Alpaca Adventures held on an alpaca farm.
Heather is currently the Communications Officer of the International Feltmakers Association.

Materials/Equipment – student to bring
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Dee Sayce
Course overview
A practical journey exploring band weaving (warp-faced
weaving) patterns and techniques incorporating all the basics
through to complete woven items, using an inkle loom.
Students will be able to develop skills, produce a wide selection
of woven samples experimenting with patterns, colour and
fibre, then progress on to producing woven bands to create
items of their own choice.

Course content
Starting from the basics of warp-faced weaving on an inkle loom, make heddles and warp a loom.
Learn to read and create drafts and pattern charts, produce woven samples of warp-faced patterns
and techniques, including Repp, Baltic, pebble weaving and warp manipulation. Use a variety of fibres
including cotton, wool and linen, experiment with colour combinations and decorative techniques
including beading, soumak, rya and embroidery stitches. Students will be supported and encouraged
to design and develop skills and knowledge, design and create a final woven band into an item; e.g. a
belt, guitar strap, dog lead, etc. Teaching will be by demonstration and example and by individual
instruction.

Student experience required
Suitable for beginners and those with some experience who want to expand their knowledge.

Tutor profile
Dee is an experienced weaver, spinner, dyer and textile tutor. She is enthusiastic about the whole
process of creating items by growing or picking plants for dyeing a raw fleece, spinning yarn then
weaving or knitting. Dee has regularly taught a range of textile craft workshops in and around North
Derbyshire, over the last ten years. She is also employed as a part-time textile tutor for her local
education authority, and previously at Freeman College for Special Needs in Sheffield, for three years.

Materials/equipment - student to bring
● An inkle loom (other band weaving looms are acceptable, please consult tutor)
● G-clamps●
● Two band weaving shuttles
● Scissors
● Book Inkle Pattern Directory by Anne Dixon
● Three warp yarns in contrasting colours (this will cost approximately £30, more

details on application)
● Optional items - an adjustable stool or cushions to adjust the height of the chair

Materials/equipment - tutor will provide
● Heddle string●
● Novelty yarn, thread, beads etc., for embroidery, experimental and decorative techniques

Additional costs
Items used to complete woven items including buckles, key rings, etc., will be available for
purchase. Donations will be accepted for any supplementary yarn provided by the tutor. Students
will be asked to swap and share some yarn whilst making samples, by agreement.

Tutor website
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Course overview
This is a combined course covering a controlled dyeing
method that will enable students to dye their own yarns to a
specific required colour and varying depth of shade and will
deal with some of the basic tapestry weaving techniques such
as hatching, pick and pick and colour blending.
Why a combined course?

One of the problems, when starting to weave tapestries, is
often trying to find the right type and colour of yarn and in its
different shades of that colour that are needed for a
particular piece of work. Dyeing your own yarns as and when
needed alleviates this problem.

Course content
The first part of the week will introduce students to a
method of mixing and using acid dyes to achieve visually graded shades of their particular colour
choices. Many people avoid using acid dyes, mistakenly thinking that a) they are difficult to use and b)
they will only produce bright ‘acidic’ colours. This course should firmly dispel these ideas.

The second part of the course will cover the important tapestry techniques that allow the smooth
transition from one colour to another horizontally and vertically: hatching, hachure, colour blending on
the bobbin and pick and pick.

Student experience required
No experience of dyeing required but it is hoped that students will be able to warp up their own
tapestry loom during the week.

Tutor profile
Dot has been teaching a wide variety of textile skills for well over 30 years. Before starting to weave, spin
and make felt, she specialised in batik dyeing and printing on silk and cotton for wall hangings and clothes.
When she started to weave tapestries she quickly realised that she needed to dye her own yarns in small
quantities. Dyeing and tapestry weaving workshops followed in local schools and Guilds around the
country, at the Cleveland Craft Centre, Bowes Museum, Dorman Museum, Middlesbrough Institute of
Modern Art (MIMA), weekend residential courses, for the International Feltmakers Association (IFA) and at
three Association Summer Schools offering different courses at each one.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
● Tapestry frame loom and beater of choice●
● At least fifteen 20g loosely tied hanks of white wool yarn
● Dye pan (not to be used for cooking in again) that will easily hold at least 1.5 litres of water
● If you can - 1 or 2 plastic tubs to hold at least 1 litre hot water (large Xmas pudding basins are

useful)●
● Notebook, pen, scissors●
● Apron and gloves

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide
● Dyes + dye assistants●
● A pack of graduated measuring beakers and pipettes
● Thermometer, mixing palette, notes and everything else we may need●
● Selection of tapestry warps
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Course overview
This course will encourage you to explore and create
personalised colour palettes with which to design and
dye an exciting range of samples using a range of
interesting techniques.

Course content
If you are looking for a deeper understanding of dyeing, how to create and plan colourways, develop
your own style and try out lots of innovative, fun techniques, you will love this course.

Our week will begin with basic colour sampling, the essentials of colour theory and the fundamentals of
dyeing yarns and fibres. Inspired by your colour palettes you will be putting your knowledge into
practice, starting with familiar methods such as immersion dyeing, how to achieve even colours, plan for
larger projects and tackle tricky issues like blotchy dyeing.

As the week progresses we’ll move onto an exploration of different techniques, including low water
immersion, handpainting and rainbow dyeing, ‘dye on the ball’, speckling, simple self-patterning,
ombre, veil dyeing and more. There will be the opportunity to work with a range of interesting yarns
and pre-knitted fabrics (commonly known as ‘sock blanks’). There will be plenty of time to experiment
and explore your favourite techniques.

At the end of the course, you can expect to take home a workbook of samples, hand-dyed yarns and
comprehensive handouts for further experimentation at home. You will dye sufficient yarn to make at
least two complete small projects and I’ll have a range of my designer patterns for you to take home to
turn your dyed yarns into one-of-a-kind finished items.

Student experience required
No prior dyeing experience is required to enjoy and take away new skills from this course. More
experienced dyers will, however, find plenty to keep them busy!

Tutor profile
With over 25 years dyeing experience and many years teaching, Debbie loves passing on her knowledge to
others. With her gentle encouragement you’ll be enjoying your own dyeing adventures in no time!

Materials/equipment – student to bring
● Just basic items - gloves, apron, notebook
● Inspiration materials (postcards, photographs etc.)
● Students may (optionally) bring additional fibre/yarns to dye if they wish. For anyone

travelling with luggage limits we can provide any items needed.
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Course overview
Colour is something to embrace, it brings joy to our spinning.
This course focuses on spinning with hand dyed fibres. You
will learn how to manipulate braids of hand dyed combed top
to get the results you want, and become more confident in
applying colour theory to your yarns.

By the end of the course you will be able to look at a braid
of hand dyed fibre, and understand what it will look like as
spun yarn, and have a better understanding of the options
you can employ to get the yarn you want.

You will be spending the week experimenting with many types of hand dyed combed top. This course is
based on my book A Guide to Spinning Hand Dyed Fibre. If you love buying colourful wool, and want to
be more confident spinning it, then this is the course for you!

Course content
The following topics will be covered: dyeing techniques, colour theory, pre-drafting and its effects,
repeating colourways, combination drafting, fractal spinning, repeating variegated and gradient
colourways, plying with commercially dyed and natural fibres, the effect of yarn thickness and the
effect of fibre type.
We will also work on matching yarn to patterns, and improve our general spinning.
Day by Day Guide (subject to minor tweaks!)

Monday: Pre-drafting. This is a technique that many spinners employ as soon as they get sight of
combed top. Before we can do any of the other techniques, spinners need to be confident spinning
straight from the end of a piece of combed top. We'll look at how to spin across the width of the top,
and look at how pre-drafting affects the colour, and the feel of the yarn. We’ll also look at getting
better control of our yarn thickness, and how this affects colours. Finally we’ll examine how fibre type
affects colour.

Tuesday: Dyed Fibre - Repeating. Today will cover all the ways you can manipulate fibre dyed in a
repeating style, to create yarns with different effects. We'll cover chain plying, self-plying, dissecting
the braid to form a gradient, combination drafting and also look at fractal spinning.

Wednesday AM: Dyed Fibre - Variegated. Today starts to focus more on colour theory. We'll look at
dyeing styles that have high contrast in their colours, and how that affects their appearance. We'll also
look at why white fibre in a dyed braid isn't always a dyeing error.

Thursday: Plying & Gradients. Today will look at how to combine colours by plying them. We'll look at
using natural fibres, and also using other colours. Then we’ll cover how to combine different dyed
braids. We'll then move on to gradient dyed fibre, and learn how to spin it to maintain a gradient,
either by splitting, chain plying, or learning to spin a single with an appropriate level of twist.

Friday: Using Yarn. Matching yarn and pattern can be challenging. This part of the course focuses on
students learning to evaluate a skein, anticipate how it will appear as fabric, and how to choose
patterns that work with the yarn rather than fighting it. We'll look at how to combine skeins of
handspun.

Saturday: Colour Theory. Today will focus on applying colour theory to fibre and yarn, using tools like
colour wheels to help, and also focusing on students creating colour combinations that you find
pleasing.
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Student experience required
You need to be able to spin a reasonably consistent yarn, with an appropriate degree of twist, and have
some understanding of how to spin yarns of different thicknesses. It is not a course for a complete
beginner, but anyone who has been spinning for a while will be able to participate successfully. If you can
make yarn that you can use for knitting, crochet or weaving then you will be able to cope with the content
of this course.

I am predominantly a spinner who uses yarn for knitting, but this course is also suitable for those who crochet
or weave. I recommend use of a spinning wheel on this course, but if you are a spindle spinner then this
course will also work for you.

Tutor profile
Katie Weston is a full-time fibre dyer, and runs the business Hilltop Cloud. She has been filling the stashes
of spinners in the UK and the rest of the world since 2011. In a former life she was a secondary science
teacher, and enjoys employing that method of experimentation to her spinning. Katie has been teaching at
Guilds all over the UK for the past 7 years. She has written articles for Ply, Yarnmaker and Spin-Off.

Materials/equipment – student to bring
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The Summer School week will include all the usual favourites, a Trade Fair, silent auction, fashion
show, raffle, CoA exhibition, with a final celebration at the Gala Dinner. Also planned are evening
talks by outside speakers as well as other textile related activities to which all Summer School
students are invited. Wednesday afternoons: As with previous Summer Schools, there will be no
formal teaching, so full information on what local attractions, events, organised outings, will be sent,
together with the weeks full programme when we send you your course allocation.

York and the surrounding countryside have many historic and fascinating places to visit including
York Minster, Clifford's Tower, Jorvik Viking Centre, National Railway Museum, Merchant

Askham Bryan College lies in extensive grounds some 5 miles to the west of York city centre, beside
the main A64 road. The campus itself is very compact and is on a level site. It is 5 minutes’ drive from
the Askham Bar Park and Ride into York and a short walk from the small village of Askham Bryan to the
north. A plan of the campus is at the end of this document.
The workrooms are in the teaching block (location 13 on the plan) and the Science block (location 12).
The Refectory is beside the main building (location 2).
Both are purpose built with full audio visual facilities. All are on the ground floor with disabled access.

Single en-suite rooms, these are typical student study bedrooms in halls of residence (location 15).
Rooms are clustered around a shared kitchen where it is possible to make teas, coffees and light
snacks. Whilst the kitchens have cooking facilities we have been advised these are not to be used
during the Summer School week.

Single rooms with shared facilities, these rooms have no wash hand basins. All bathroom facilities are
shared (south side of location 2 and the two buildings between locations 14 and 11).
Non-resident, an option for those who live locally and for those who wish to find their own
accommodation off campus. There are a number of hotels and B&Bs in and around York.

Camping is on soft standing behind the Sports Hall (location 14). If the weather is inclement and the
ground becomes soft there is a limited area of hard standing nearby. Toilet and shower facilities will be
available in the nearby Jervaulx Hall. There will be an electricity pickup point. Chemical toilet waste can
be disposed.
Companions and those who wish to attend Summer School without taking a course are welcome.
There are no self-catering options in the residential blocks as these are not viable.

Disabled facilities. All workrooms are on the ground floor and have disabled access. There are a
number of ground floor bedrooms with wet room facilities available. Please make a note on the
booking form if you require a bedroom with disabled access. A carer may be accommodated in the
bedroom, with the addition of a bed, but the space available would be cramped.

Beverages will be available for purchase from the café (north side of location 2) during the day. For
Summer School students, morning coffee and afternoon tea will be available, close to the work rooms.
No food or drinks may be taken into the Science block.
Meals
For resident Summer School students breakfasts, lunches and dinners are included in the fee paid.
For campers and companions there will be the opportunity to purchase meals from the refectory
(location 2). The refectory has a good selection of hot and cold food. There is always a vegetarian option
at meal times.  For other special diets, the college can only accommodate those with specific medical
dietary requirements.
The Gala Dinner is included in every package.



If you need to cancel your booking, a refund can only be made in exceptional circumstances and only if
the place can be filled. You are strongly advised to take out holiday cancellation insurance.

The AGWSD Summer Schools are very special occasions, not only for learning but also for fun and
friendship. Copies of the brochure are available online from ss2019@wsd.org.uk, on the Summer
School website https://wsdss19.wordpress.com/ and from your Guild secretary.
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 Adventurers Hall, Yorkshire Museum, York Castle Museum, Shambles, Barley Hall, York Dungeon,
Richard III experience, walking the walls, river boat trips, etc.

We are investigating the possibility of having transport from the College into York, a car share
scheme to the local Park & Ride and full details of local bus services will be available in the student
handbook, which you will receive on arrival at the College, with all other information on local
doctors, dentists, chemist, banks, local shops, taxis etc.

Please read the information provided by each tutor when considering which courses to apply for.
Decide which three courses are your choices and complete the booking form.
Equipment and materials
A more detailed ‘to bring’ list will be sent following payment of the balance; with a ‘hello’ message
from your tutor, at least a month ahead of the start of Summer School.

Allocation of courses will begin in January 2019 with a “names in a hat” system for over-subscribed
courses. Every effort will be made to allocate a place on a course of your choice. Notification of course
allocation will be during the second week in January 2019. If you have not been allocated one of your
three choices, your deposit will be refunded.

Transport links
York has good public transport links, being a principal stop on the East Coast Main Line between
London and Edinburgh, on the Trans Pennine route between Liverpool and Scarborough and also on
the Cross Country route. The National Express coach stops by the railway station. Leeds Bradford
International Airport is 45 minutes by road. York is conveniently located just off the A64. The college is
approximately five miles from York station, where taxis are available.
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